For loading and unloading
Use restraint straps to secure body to cot. Push the Junkin mortuary cot to desired transportation vehicle. Foot
end should be going into the vehicle first. Push the foot end and lift up slightly to allow loading wheels onto the
flat surface of vehicle. Pull the red control handle out and push from the head end into the vehicle. The legs will
automatically collapse until cot is flat.
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To remove the Mortuary cot from the vehicle, pull cot out of vehicle approximately half-way and pull the red
handle. The first set of wheels drop and extend again. Release red handle and pull rest of the way out of the
vehicle. The second set of wheels will drop and you should feel them snap into position.

The Junkin single person,
oversize mortuary cot is built
of sturdy anodized amber-colored
aluminum tubing that will not
oxidize and will keep looking
like new for years.

Dimensions
Length:
Width:
Minimum Height:
Maximum Height:
Weight:
Load Capacity:

For additional information or questions, please contact:

78”
25”
10”
32 1/2”
80 lbs.
900 lbs.
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JUNKIN MC-100A-OS Oversize Mortuary Cot

Operation
The Junkin Oversize
Mortuary cot ships flat.
Remove from shipping
carton and place on
level ground.
The red handle on
either end of the cot
are your controls for
changing the height
positions. From the flat
shipping position pull
out the red handle on
either end and lift up
the cot.
The cot will move to
the next height position. If one person is
operating you will have
to raise one end at a
time. If two people are
operating you both pull
the red handles at the
same time and lift.
The mortuary cot
may be tilted up
vertically to
maneuver around
corners and also to fit
into elevators

Foot End
Pad

Standard Seatbelt
Head End

Color-Coded
Red Handle
(each end)

Upper
Loading
Wheels
Side Rails can be raised
and lowered as needed

Small Loading Wheels
for guiding into position
Locking
Swivel Wheel

Maintenance
Keep sliding mechanism underneath cot lubricated with
teflon grease. Clean entire cot and pad with warm soapy
water
Accessories
Additional accessories available are extended telescopic
handle for longer vehicles to allow easier unloading

